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The Human Rights Paradox
What can be done to combat genocide, ethnic cleansing, and other crimes against
humanity? Why aren't current measures more effective? Is there hope for the
future? These and other pressing questions surrounding human security are
addressed head-on in this provocative and all-too-timely book. Millions of people,
particularly in Africa, face daily the prospect of death at the hands of state or statelinked forces. Although officially both the United Nations and the African Union
have adopted "Responsibility to Protect" (R2P) principles, atrocities continue. The
tenets of R2P, recently cited in a UN Outcomes Document, make it clear that states
have a primary responsibility to protect their citizens from genocide, war crimes,
ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity. When states cannot—or will
not—protect their citizens, however, the international community must step into
the breach. Why have efforts to stop horrific state-sanctioned crimes seen only
limited success, despite widespread support of R2P? As this enlightening volume
explains and illustrates, converting a norm into effective preventive measures
remains difficult. The contributors examine the legal framework to inhibit war
crimes, use of the emerging R2P norm, the role of the International Criminal Court,
and new technologically sophisticated methods to gather early warnings of likely
atrocity outbreaks. Together they show how mass atrocities may be anticipated,
how they may be prevented, and when necessary, how they may be prosecuted.
Contributors include Claire Applegarth (Harvard Kennedy School), Andrew Block
(Harvard Kennedy School), Frank Chalk (Montreal Institute for Genocide and
Human Rights Studies, Concordia University), David M. Crane (Syracuse University
College of Law), Richard J. Goldstone (Constitutional Court of South Africa; UN
International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda), Don
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Hubert (University of Ottawa; Global Center for the Responsibility to Protect, City
University of New York), Sarah Kreps (Cornell University), Dan Kuwali (Malawi
Defence Force), Jennifer Leaning (Harvard Francois Xavier Bagnoud Center for
Health and Human Rights), Edward C. Luck (Columbia University; International
Peace Institute), Sarah Sewall (Harvard Kennedy School)

Intervention to Stop Genocide and Mass Atrocities
Why does the mass killing of civilians persist? Why do the perpetrators often
escape criticism and punishment despite violating our most deeply held moral
beliefs? Is the protection of civilians from these heinous crimes strengthening or
weakening? Examining dozens of episodes of mass killing perpetrated by states
since the French Revolution, this book argues that the principle that civilians ought
not be deliberately killed has been engaged in a protractedstruggle against a
variety of 'anti-civilian ideologies' which try to justify such killing. The book argues
that although civilian immunity has won the battle of ideas against these
ideologies, the battleitself continues as new ideologies emerge and the practice of
condemning and punishing perpetrators is uneven and inconsistent - complicated
by the politics of each new situation. As a result, whilst it has become much more
difficult for states to get away with mass murder, it is still not entirely impossible
for them to do so.

The Justice Dilemma
Since the end of World War II and the founding of the United Nations, genocide,
crimes against humanity and other war crimes—mass atrocities—have been
explicitly illegal. When such crimes are committed, the international community
has an obligation to respond: the human rights of the victims outweigh the
sovereignty claims of states that engage in or allow such human rights violations.
This obligation has come to be known as the responsibility to protect. Yet, parallel
to this responsibility, two other related responsibilities have developed: to
prosecute those responsible for the crimes, and to provide humanitarian relief to
the victims—what the author calls the responsibility to palliate. Even though this
rhetoric of protecting those in need is well used by the international community, its
application in practice has been erratic at best. In International Responses to Mass
Atrocities in Africa, Kurt Mills develops a typology of responses to mass atrocities,
investigates the limitations of these responses, and calls for such responses to be
implemented in a more timely and thoughtful manner. Mills considers four cases of
international responses to mass atrocities—in Rwanda, the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Uganda, and Darfur—putting the cases into historical context and
analyzing them according to the typology, showing how the responses interact.
Although all are intended to address human suffering, they are very different types
of actions and accomplish different things, over different timescales, on different
orders of magnitude, and by very different types of actors. But the critical question
is whether they accomplish their objectives in a mutually supportive way—and
what the trade-offs in using one or more of these responses may be. By expanding
the understanding of international responsibilities, Mills provides critical analysis of
the possibilities for the international community to respond to humanitarian crises.
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Preventing Mass Atrocities
Although the Genocide Convention was already adopted by the UN General
Assembly in 1945, it was only in the late 1990s that groups of activists emerged
calling for military interventions to halt mass atrocities. The question of who these
anti-genocide activists are and what motivates them to call for the use of violence
to end violence is undoubtedly worthy of exploration. Based on extensive field
research, Anti-genocide Activists and the Responsibility to Protect analyses the
ideological convictions that motivate two groups of anti-genocide activists: East
Timor solidarity activists and Responsibility to Protect (R2P)-advocates. The book
argues that there is an existential undercurrent to the call for mass atrocity
interventions; that mass atrocities shock the activists’ belief in a humanity that
they hold to be sacred. The book argues that the ensuing rise of anti-genocide
activism signals a shift in humanitarian sensibilities to human suffering and
violence which may have substantial implications for moral judgements on human
lives at peril in the humanitarian and human rights community. This book provides
a fascinating insight into the worldviews of activists which will be of interest to
practitioners and researchers of human rights activism, humanitarian advocacy
and peace building.

Indefensible
To this end, writes Osiel, we should pay closer attention to the way an experience
of administrative massacre is framed within the conventions of competing
theatrical genres. Defense counsel will tell the story as a tragedy, while
prosecutors will present it as a morality play. The judicial task at such moments is
to employ the law to recast the courtroom drama in terms of a "theater of ideas,"
which engages large questions of collective memory and even national identity.
Osiel asserts that principles of liberal morality can be most effectively inculcated in
a society traumatized by fratricide when proceedings are conducted in this fashion.

"A ""A Problem From Hell""
This book offers a different approach to the structural prevention of mass
atrocities. It investigates the conditions that enable vulnerable countries to prevent
the perpetration of such violence. Structural prevention is commonly framed as the
identifying and ameliorating of the ‘root causes’ of violent conflict, a process which
typically involves international actors determining what these root causes are, and
what the best courses of action are to deal with them. This overlooks why mass
atrocities do not occur in countries that contain the presence of root causes. In
fact, very little research has been conducted on what the causes of peace and
stability are, particularly in relatively countries located in regions marred by civil
war and mass atrocities. To better understand how such vulnerable countries
prevent the commission of mass atrocities, this book proposes an analytical
framework which enables not only an understanding of risk which arises from the
presence of root causes, but also of the factors that build resilience in countries,
and consequently mitigate and manage such risk. Using this framework, three
countries – Botswana, Zambia and Tanzania, are analysed to account for their long
term stability despite their location in neighbourhoods characterised by decades of
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civil war, ethnic repression and mass atrocities. This work is a significant
contribution to the field of genocide studies and crimes against humanity and will
be of interest to students and scholars alike.

Emotions and Mass Atrocity
East Asia, until recently a boiling pot of massacre and blood-letting, has achieved
relative peace. A region that at the height of the Cold War had accounted for
around eighty percent of the world's mass atrocities has experienced such a
decline in violence that by 2015 it accounted for less than five percent. This book
explains East Asia's 'other' miracle and asks whether it is merely a temporary blip
in the historical cycle or the dawning of a new, and more peaceful, era for the
region. It argues that the decline of mass atrocities in East Asia resulted from four
interconnected factors: the consolidation of states and emergence of responsible
sovereigns; the prioritization of economic development through trade; the
development of norms and habits of multilateralism, and transformations in the
practice of power politics. Particular attention is paid to North Korea and Myanmar,
countries whose experience has bucked regional trends largely because these
states have not succeeded in consolidating themselves to the point where they no
longer depend on violence to survive. Although the region faces several significant
future challenges, this book argues that the much reduced incidence of mass
atrocities in East Asia is likely to be sustained into the foreseeable future.

International Responses to Mass Atrocities in Africa
How Mass Atrocities End
The world almost conquered famine. Until the 1980s, this scourge killed ten million
people every decade, but by early 2000s mass starvation had all but disappeared.
Today, famines are resurgent, driven by war, blockade, hostility to humanitarian
principles and a volatile global economy. In Mass Starvation, world-renowned
expert on humanitarian crisis and response Alex de Waal provides an authoritative
history of modern famines: their causes, dimensions and why they ended. He
analyses starvation as a crime, and breaks new ground in examining forced
starvation as an instrument of genocide and war. Refuting the enduring but
erroneous view that attributes famine to overpopulation and natural disaster, he
shows how political decision or political failing is an essential element in every
famine, while the spread of democracy and human rights, and the ending of wars,
were major factors in the near-ending of this devastating phenomenon. Hardhitting and deeply informed, Mass Starvation explains why man-made famine and
the political decisions that could end it for good must once again become a top
priority for the international community.

All Necessary Measures
Today, nearly any group or nation with violence in its past has constructed or is
planning a memorial museum as a mechanism for confronting past trauma, often
together with truth commissions, trials, and/or other symbolic or material
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reparations. Exhibiting Atrocity documents the emergence of the memorial
museum as a new cultural form of commemoration, and analyzes its use in efforts
to come to terms with past political violence and to promote democracy and
human rights. Through a global comparative approach, Amy Sodaro uses in-depth
case studies of five exemplary memorial museums that commemorate a range of
violent pasts and allow for a chronological and global examination of the trend: the
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC; the House of Terror in
Budapest, Hungary; the Kigali Genocide Memorial Centre in Rwanda; the Museum
of Memory and Human Rights in Santiago, Chile; and the National September 11
Memorial Museum in New York. Together, these case studies illustrate the
historical emergence and global spread of the memorial museum and show how
this new cultural form of commemoration is intended to be used in contemporary
societies around the world.

Becoming Evil
"Never again!" the world has vowed time and again since the Holocaust. Yet
genocide, ethnic cleansing, and other mass atrocity crimes continue to shock our
consciences—from the killing fields of Cambodia to the machetes of Rwanda to the
agony of Darfur. Gareth Evans has grappled with these issues firsthand. As
Australian foreign minister, he was a key broker of the United Nations peace plan
for Cambodia. As president of the International Crisis Group, he now works on the
prevention and resolution of scores of conflicts and crises worldwide. The primary
architect of and leading authority on the Responsibility to Protect ("R2P"), he
shows here how this new international norm can once and for all prevent a return
to the killing fields. The Responsibility to Protect captures a simple and powerful
idea. The primary responsibility for protecting its own people from mass atrocity
crimes lies with the state itself. State sovereignty implies responsibility, not a
license to kill. But when a state is unwilling or unable to halt or avert such crimes,
the wider international community then has a collective responsibility to take
whatever action is necessary. R2P emphasizes preventive action above all. That
includes assistance for states struggling to contain potential crises and for
effective rebuilding after a crisis or conflict to tackle its underlying causes. R2P's
primary tools are persuasion and support, not military or other coercion. But
sometimes it is right to fight: faced with another Rwanda, the world cannot just
stand by. R2P was unanimously adopted by the UN General Assembly at the 2005
World Summit. But many misunderstandings persist about its scope and limits. And
much remains to be done to solidify political support and to build institutional
capacity. Evans shows, compellingly, how big a break R2P represents from the
past, and how, with its acceptance in principle and effective application in practice,
the promise of "Never again!" can at last become a reality.

Perpetrators and Perpetration of Mass Violence
The Responsibility to Protect (R2P) is intended to provide an effective framework
for responding to crimes of genocide, ethnic cleansing, war crimes, and crimes
against humanity. It is a response to the many conscious-shocking cases where
atrocities - on the worst scale - have occurred even during the post 1945 period
when the United Nations was built to save us all from the scourge of genocide. The
R2P concept accords to sovereign states and international institutions a
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responsibility to assist peoples who are at risk - or experiencing - the worst
atrocities. R2P maintains that collective action should be taken by members of the
United Nations to prevent or halt such gross violations of basic human rights. This
Handbook, containing contributions from leading theorists, and practitioners
(including former foreign ministers and special advisors), examines the progress
that has been made in the last 10 years; it also looks forward to likely
developments in the next decade.

Fundamentals of Genocide and Mass Atrocity Prevention
How do mass atrocities end? Six case studies reveal the decisions and factors that
help decrease mass violence against civilians.

Fighting for Darfur
Is it possible that the soldiers of mass atrocities--Adolph Eichmann in Nazi Germany
and Alfredo Astiz in Argentina's Dirty War, for example--act under conditions that
prevent them from recognizing their crimes? In the aftermath of catastrophic, statesponsored mass murder, how are criminal courts to respond to those who either
gave or carried out the military orders that seem unequivocally criminal? This
important book addresses Hannah Arendt's controversial argument that
perpetrators of mass crimes are completely unaware of their wrongdoing, and
therefore existing criminal laws do not adequately address these defendants. Mark
Osiel applies Arendt's ideas about the kind of people who implement
bureaucratized large-scale atrocities to Argentina's Dirty War of the 1970s, and he
also delves into the social conditions that could elicit such reprehensible conduct.
He focuses on Argentine navy captain Astiz, who led one of the most notorious
abduction squads, to discover how he and other junior officers could justify the
murders of more than ten thousand suspected "subversives." Osiel concludes that
legal stipulations labeling certain deeds as manifestly illegal are indefensible. He
calls for a significant change in the laws of war to preserve both justice and the
possibility of dialogue between factions in such sharply divided societies as
Argentina. Osiel's proposals have profound implications for future prosecutions of
Pinochet's lieutenants, Milosevic's henchmen, the willing executioners of Rwanda
and East Timor, and other perpetrators of state-endorsed murder and torture.

Breaking the Cycle of Mass Atrocities
'The Responsibility to Protect' provides a comprehensive view on how this
contemporary principle has developed and analyzes how to best apply it to current
humanitarian crises.

Responsibility to Protect
At the 2005 UN World Summit, world leaders endorsed the international principle
of Responsibility to Protect (R2P), acknowledging that they had a responsibility to
protect their citizens from genocide and mass atrocities and pledging to act in
cases where governments manifestly failed in their responsibility. This marked a
significant turning point in attitudes towards the protection of citizens worldwide.
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This important new book charts the emergence of this principle, from its origins in
a doctrine of sovereignty as responsibility, through debates about the legitimacy of
humanitarian intervention and the findings of a prominent international
commission, and finally through the long and hard negotiations that preceded the
2005 commitment. It explores how world leaders came to acknowledge that
sovereign rights entailed fundamental responsibilities and what that
acknowledgment actually means. The book goes on to analyze in detail the ways in
which R2P can contribute to the global effort to end genocide and mass atrocities.
Focusing on the prevention of these crimes and the improvement of the world’s
reaction to them, the book explores the question of how to build sustainable peace
in their aftermath. Alex J. Bellamy argues that although 2005 marked an important
watershed, much more work is needed to defend R2P from those who would walk
away from their commitments and – in the words of UN Secretary-General Ban Kimoon – to translate the principle ‘from words into deeds’. This fascinating book will
appeal to students and scholars of international relations, international affairs,
human rights and humanitarian emergencies, as well as anyone concerned about
the protection of civilians on a global scale

The Failures of Ethics
Studies of genocide and mass atrocity most often focus on their causes and
consequences, their aims and effects, and the number of people killed. But the
question remains, if the main goal is death, then why is torture necessary? This
book argues that genocide and mass atrocity are committed not as an end in
themselves but as a means to pursue sustained and systemic torture -- the
spectacle of violence -- against its victims. Extermination is not the only, or even
the primary, goal of genocidal campaigns. In The Macabresque, Edward Weisband
looks at different episodes of mass violence (Chinese Cultural Revolution, the
Holocaust, post-Ottoman Turkey, Cambodia, Rwanda, and Bosnia, among other
instances) to consider why different methods of violence were used in each and
how they related to the particular cultural milieu in which they were perpetrated.
He asserts that it is not accidental that certain images capture our memory as
emblematic of specific genocides or mass atrocities (the death marches of the
Armenian genocide, mass starvation in the Ukraine, the killing apparatus and
laboratories of the Holocaust, the killing fields of Cambodia) because such violence
assumes a kind of style each time and place it arises. Weisband looks at these
variations in terms of their aesthetic or dramaturgical style, or what he calls the
macabresque. The macabresque is ever present in genocide and mass atrocity
across time, place and episode. Beyond the horrors of lethality, it is the defining
feature of concentration and/or death camps, detention centers, prisons, ghettos,
killing fields, and the houses, schools and hospitals converted into hubs for torture.
Macabresque dramaturgy also assumes many aesthetic forms, all designed to
inflict hideous pain and humiliating punishments, sometimes in controlled
environments, but also during frenzied moments of staged public horror. These
kinds of performative violations permit perpetrators to revel in their absolute
power but simultaneously to project hatred, revenge and revulsion onto victims,
who embody the shame, humiliation and loss felt by their torturers. By
understanding how and why mass violence occurs and the reasons for its
variations, The Macabresque aims to explain why so many seemingly normal or
"ordinary" people participate in mass atrocity across cultures and why such
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egregious violence occurs repeatedly through history.

Mass Starvation
Breaking the Cycle of Mass Atrocities investigates the role of international criminal
law at different stages of mass atrocities, shifting away from its narrow
understanding solely as an instrument of punishment of those most responsible.
The book is premised on the idea that there are distinct phases of collective
violence, and international criminal law contributes in one way or another to each
phase. The authors therefore explore various possibilities for international criminal
law to be of assistance in breaking the vicious cycle at its different junctures.

Massacres and Morality
This book examines the relationship between risk and resilience in the prevention
of mass atrocities. It challenges approaches to prevention which prioritise the role
of external actors by investigating how local and national actors mitigate risk over
time.

The Responsibility to Protect
Although there is often opposition to individual wars, most people continue to
believe that the arms industry is necessary in some form: to safeguard our
security, provide jobs and stimulate the economy. Not only conservatives, but
many progressives and liberals, support it for these reasons. Indefensible puts
forward a devastating challenge to this conventional wisdom, which has
normalised the existence of the most savage weapons of mass destruction ever
known. It is the essential handbook for those who want to debunk the arguments of
the industry and its supporters: deploying case studies, statistics and irrefutable
evidence to demonstrate they are fundamentally flawed, both factually and
logically. Far from protecting us, the book shows how the arms trade undermines
our security by fanning the flames of war, terrorism and global instability. In
countering these myths, the book points to ways in which we can combat the arms
trade’s malignant influence, reclaim our democracies and reshape our economies.

Negotiating Genocide in Rwanda
Around the world, millions of people have added their voices to protest marches
and demonstrations because they believe that, together, they can make a
difference. When we failed to stop the genocide in Rwanda in 1994, we promised
to never let such a thing happen again. But nine years later, as news began to
trickle out of killings in western Sudan, an area known as Darfur, the international
community again faced the problem of how the United Nations and the United
States government could respond to mass atrocity. Rebecca Hamilton passionately
narrates the six-year grassroots campaign to draw global attention to the plight of
Darfur's people. From college students who galvanized entire university campuses
in the belief that their outcry could save millions of Darfuris still at risk, to
celebrities such as Mia Farrow, who spurred politicians to act, to Steven Spielberg,
who boycotted the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing, Hamilton details how
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advocacy for Darfur was an exuberant, multibillion-dollar effort. She then does
what no one has done to date: she takes us into the corridors of power and the
camps of Darfur, and reveals the impact of ordinary people's fierce determination
to uphold the mantra of "never again." Fighting for Darfur weaves a gripping story
that both dramatizes our moral dilemma and shows the promise and perils of
citizen engagement in a new era of global compassion.

Mass Atrocities, Risk and Resilience
In this Council Special Report, Matthew C. Waxman asks whether this legal regime
is effective in preventing and stopping such crimes. The report notes that
international legal practices constrain swift action and require extensive
consultation, especially in the United Nations Security Council, before particular
steps can be taken. Waxman, though, argues that the system has certain benefits:
it can confer legitimacy and help actors coordinate both military and nonmilitary
efforts to prevent or stop atrocities. He also contends that different arrangements
of the kind some have proposed would be unlikely to prove more effective -foreword (vii).

The Responsibility to Protect
What is Justice? Is it always just 'to come'? Can real experience be translated into
law? Examining Cambodia's troubled reconciliation, Alexander Hinton suggests an
approach to justice founded on global ideals of the rule of law, democratization,
and a progressive trajectory towards liberty and freedom, and which seeks to align
the country with so called universal modes of thought, is condemned to failure.
Instead, Hinton advocates focusing on the individual lived experience, and the
discourses, interstices, and the combustive encounters connected with it, as a
radical alternative. A phenomenology inspired approach towards healing national
trauma, Hinton's ground-breaking text will make anybody with an interest in
transitional justice, development, humanitarian intervention, human rights, or
peacebuilding, question the value of an established truth.

The Justice Facade
Political or social groups wanting to commit mass murder on the basis of racial,
ethnic or religious differences are never hindered by a lack of willing executioners.
In Becoming Evil, social psychologist James Waller uncovers the internal and
external factors that can lead ordinary people to commit extraordinary acts of evil.
Waller debunks the common explanations for genocide- group think,
psychopathology, unique cultures- and offers a more sophisticated and
comprehensive psychological view of how anyone can potentially participate in
heinous crimes against humanity. He outlines the evolutionary forces that shape
human nature, the individual dispositions that are more likely to engage in acts of
evil, and the context of cruelty in which these extraordinary acts can emerge.
Illustrative eyewitness accounts are presented at the end of each chapter. An
important new look at how evil develops, Becoming Evil will help us understand
such tragedies as the Holocaust and recent terrorist events. Waller argues that by
becoming more aware of the things that lead to extraordinary evil, we will be less
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likely to be surprised by it and less likely to be unwitting accomplices through our
passivity.

Recovering from Genocidal Trauma
A character-driven study of some of the darkest moments in our national history,
when America failed to prevent or stop 20th-century campaigns to exterminate
Armenians, Jews, Cambodians, Iraqi Kurds, Bosnians, and Rwandans.

Mass Atrocity, Ordinary Evil, and Hannah Arendt
This book asks the question: what is the role of memory during a political
transition? Drawing on Ethiopian history, transitional justice, and scholarly fields
concerned with memory, museums and trauma, the author reveals a complex
picture of global, transnational, national and local forces as they converge in the
story of the creation and continued life of one modest museum in the Ethiopian
capital, Addis Ababa—the Red Terror Martyrs Memorial Museum. It is a study from
multiple margins: neither the case of Ethiopia nor memorialization is central to
transitional justice discourse, and within Ethiopia, the history of the Red Terror is
sidelined in contemporary politics. From these nested margins, traumatic memory
emerges as an ambiguous social and political force. The contributions, meaning
and limitations of memory emerge at the point of discrete interactions between
memory advocates, survivor-docents and visitors. Memory from the margins is
revealed as powerful for how it disrupts, not builds, new forms of community.

Genocide Matters
This book is an oral history-based study of the politics of history in the aftermath of
the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. Using life history and thematic interviews, the
author brings the narratives of officials, survivors, returnees, perpetrators, and
others whose lives have been intimately affected by genocide into conversation
with scholarly studies of the Rwandan genocide, and Rwandan history more
generally. In doing so, she explores the following questions: How do Rwandans use
history to make sense of their experiences of genocide and related mass
atrocities? And to what end? In the aftermath of such violence, how do people’s
interpretations of the varied forms of suffering they endured then influence their
ability to envision and support a peaceful future for their nation that includes multiethnic cooperation?

East Asia's Other Miracle
The Moral Witness is the first cultural history of the "witness to genocide" in the
West. Carolyn J. Dean shows how the witness became a protagonist of twentiethcentury moral culture by tracing the emergence of this figure in courtroom battles
from the 1920s to the 1960s—covering the Armenian genocide, the Ukrainian
pogroms, the Soviet Gulag, and the trial of Adolf Eichmann. In these trials, witness
testimonies differentiated the crime of genocide from war crimes and began to
form our understanding of modern political and cultural murder. By the turn of the
twentieth century, the "witness to genocide" became a pervasive icon of suffering
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humanity and a symbol of western moral conscience. Dean sheds new light on the
recent global focus on survivors' trauma. Only by placing the moral witness in a
longer historical trajectory, she demonstrates, can we understand how the stories
we tell about survivor testimony have shaped both our past and contemporary
moral culture.

Mass Atrocity Crimes
This proposes a new framework for atrocity prevention, featuring scholars from
around the globe including three former UN special advisers.

Mass Atrocity, Collective Memory, and the Law
Genocide has scarred human societies since Antiquity. In the modern era, genocide
has been a global phenomenon: from massacres in colonial America, Africa, and
Australia to the Holocaust of European Jewry and mass death in Maoist China. In
recent years, the discipline of 'genocide studies' has developed to offer analysis
and comprehension. The Oxford Handbook of Genocide Studies is the first book to
subject both genocide and the young discipline it has spawned to systematic, indepth investigation. Thirty-four renowned experts study genocide through the ages
by taking regional, thematic, and disciplinary-specific approaches. Chapters
examine secessionist and political genocides in modern Asia. Others treat the
violent dynamics of European colonialism in Africa, the complex ethnic geography
of the Great Lakes region, and the structural instability of the continent's northern
horn. South and North America receive detailed coverage, as do the Ottoman
Empire, Nazi-occupied Europe, and post-communist Eastern Europe. Sustained
attention is paid to themes like gender, memory, the state, culture, ethnic
cleansing, military intervention, the United Nations, and prosecutions. The work is
multi-disciplinary, featuring the work of historians, anthropologists, lawyers,
political scientists, sociologists, and philosophers. Uniquely combining empirical
reconstruction and conceptual analysis, this Handbook presents and analyses
regions of genocide and the entire field of 'genocide studies' in one substantial
volume.

Memory from the Margins
Recovering from Genocidal Trauma is a comprehensive guide to understanding
Holocaust survivors and responding to their needs. In it, Myra Giberovitch
documents her twenty-five years of working with Holocaust survivors as a
professional social worker, researcher, educator, community leader, and daughter
of Auschwitz survivors.

The Oxford Handbook of Genocide Studies
Defined by deliberation about the difference between right and wrong,
encouragement not to be indifferent toward that difference, resistance against
what is wrong, and action in support of what is right, ethics is civilization's
keystone. The Failures of Ethics concentrates on the multiple shortfalls and
shortcomings of thought, decision, and action that tempt and incite us human
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beings to inflict incalculable harm. Absent the overriding of moral sensibilities, if
not the collapse or collaboration of ethical traditions, the Holocaust, genocide, and
other mass atrocities could not have happened. Although these catastrophes do
not pronounce the death of ethics, they show that ethics is vulnerable, subject to
misuse and perversion, and that no simple reaffirmation of ethics, as if nothing
disastrous had happened, will do. Moral and religious authority has been
fragmented and weakened by the accumulated ruins of history and the
depersonalized advances of civilization that have taken us from a bloody twentieth
century into an immensely problematic twenty-first. What nevertheless remain
essential are spirited commitment and political will that embody the courage not to
let go of the ethical but to persist for it in spite of humankind's self-inflicted
destructiveness. Salvaging the fragmented condition of ethics, this book shows
how respect and honor for those who save lives and resist atrocity, deepened
attention to the dead and to death itself, and appeals for human rights and
renewed spiritual sensitivity confirm that ethics contains and remains an
irreplaceable safeguard against its own failures.

The Moral Witness
This edited book provides an interdisciplinary overview of recent scholarship in the
field of genocide studies. The book examines four main areas: The current state of
research on genocide New thinking on the categories and methods of mass
violence Developments in teaching about genocide Critical analyses of military
humanitarian interventions and post-violence justice and reconciliation The
combination of critical scholarship and innovative approaches to familiar subjects
makes this essential reading for all students and scholars in the field of genocide
studies.

The Structural Prevention of Mass Atrocities
What prompts the United Nations Security Council to engage forcefully in some
crises at high risk for genocide and ethnic cleansing but not others? In All
Necessary Measures, Carrie Booth Walling identifies several systematic patterns in
the stories that council members tell about conflicts and the policy solutions that
result from them. Drawing on qualitative comparative case studies spanning two
decades, including situations where the council has intervened to stop mass killing
(Somalia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Sierra Leone) as well as situations where it has
not (Rwanda, Kosovo, and Sudan), Walling posits that the arguments council
members make about the cause and character of conflict as well as the source of
sovereign authority in target states have the potential to enable or constrain the
use of military force in defense of human rights. At a moment when constructivist
scholars in international relations are pushing beyond empirical claims for the
value of norms and toward critical analysis of such norms, All Necessary Measures
establishes discourse's real-world explanatory power. From her comparative
chronology, Walling demonstrates that humanitarian intervention becomes
possible when the majority of Security Council members come to a shared
understanding of the conflict, perpetrators, and victims—and probable when the
Council understands state sovereignty as complementary to human rights norms.
By illuminating the relationship between national interests and the core values of
Security Council members and how it influences decision-making, All Necessary
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Measures suggests when and where the Security Council is likely to intervene in
the future.

Exhibiting Atrocity
What can be done to warn about and organize political action to prevent genocide
and mass atrocities? The international contributors to this volume are either
experts or practitioners, often both, who have contributed in substantial ways to
analyzing high risk situations, recommending preventive policies and actions, and
in several instances helping to organize remedial actions. Whereas current
literature on the prevention of genocide is theoretically well grounded, this book
explores what can be done, and has been done, in real-world situations.
Recommendations and actions are rooted in a generation of experience, based on
solid historical, comparative, and empirical research and with a grounding in
quantitative methods. This volume examines historical cases to understand the
general causes and processes of mass violence and genocide, and engages with
ongoing genocidal crises including Darfur and Syria, as well as other forms of
related violence such as terrorism and civil conflict. It will be key reading for all
students and scholars of genocide, war and conflict studies, human security and
security studies in general.

Reconstructing Atrocity Prevention
Human rights are paradoxical. Advocates across the world invoke the idea that
such rights belong to all people, no matter who or where they are. But since
humans can only realize their rights in particular places, human rights are both
always and never universal. The Human Rights Paradox is the first book to fully
embrace this contradiction and reframe human rights as history, contemporary
social advocacy, and future prospect. In case studies that span Africa, Latin
America, South and Southeast Asia, and the United States, contributors carefully
illuminate how social actors create the imperative of human rights through
relationships whose entanglements of the global and the local are so profound that
one cannot exist apart from the other. These chapters provocatively analyze
emerging twenty-first-century horizons of human rights—on one hand, the
simultaneous promise and peril of global rights activism through social media, and
on the other, the force of intergenerational rights linked to environmental concerns
that are both local and global. Taken together, they demonstrate how local
struggles and realities transform classic human rights concepts, including “victim,”
“truth,” and “justice.” Edited by Steve J. Stern and Scott Straus, The Human Rights
Paradox enables us to consider the consequences—for history, social analysis,
politics, and advocacy—of understanding that human rights belong both to
“humanity” as abstraction as well as to specific people rooted in particular locales.

The Macabresque
As the most comprehensive edited volume to be published on perpetrators and
perpetration of mass violence, the volume sets a new agenda for perpetrator
research by bringing together contributions from such diverse disciplines as
political science, sociology, social psychology, history, anthropology and gender
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studies, allowing for a truly interdisciplinary discussion of the phenomenon of
perpetration. The cross-case nature of the volume allows the reader to see
patterns across case studies, bringing findings from inter alia the Holocaust, the
genocides in Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia, and the civil wars in Cambodia
and Côte d’Ivoire into conversation with each other. The chapters of this volume
are united by a common research interest in understanding what constitutes
perpetrators as actors, what motivates them, and how dynamics behind
perpetration unfold. Their attention to the interactions between disciplines and
cases allows for the insights to be transported into more abstract ideas on
perpetration in general. Amongst other aspects, they indicate that instead of being
an extraordinary act, perpetration is often ordinary, that it is crucial to studying
perpetrators and perpetration not from looking at the perpetrators as actors but by
focusing on their deeds, and that there is a utility of ideologies in explaining
perpetration, when we differentiate them more carefully and view them in a more
nuanced light. This volume will be vital reading for students and scholars of
genocide studies, human rights, conflict studies and international relations.

The Oxford Handbook of the Responsibility to Protect
Alongside other types of mass atrocities, genocide has received extensive
scholarly, policy, and practitioner attention. Missing, however, is the contribution of
economists to better understand and prevent such crimes. This edited collection by
41 accomplished scholars examines economic aspects of genocides, other mass
atrocities, and their prevention. Chapters include numerous case studies (e.g.,
California's Yana people, Australia's Aborigines peoples, Stalin's killing of
Ukrainians, Belarus, the Holocaust, Rwanda, DR Congo, Indonesia, Pakistan,
Colombia, Mexico's drug wars, and the targeting of suspects during the Vietnam
war), probing literature reviews, and completely novel work based on extraordinary
country-specific datasets. Also included are chapters on the demographic,
gendered, and economic class nature of genocide. Replete with research- and
policy-relevant findings, new insights are derived from behavioral economics, law
and economics, political economy, macroeconomic modeling, microeconomics,
development economics, industrial organization, identity economics, and other
fields. Analytical approaches include constrained optimization theory, game theory,
and sophisticated statistical work in data-mining, econometrics, and forecasting. A
foremost finding of the book concerns atrocity architects' purposeful, strategic use
of violence, often manipulating nonrational proclivities among ordinary people to
sway their participation in mass murder. Relatively understudied in the literature,
the book also analyzes the options of victims before, during, and after mass
violence. Further, the book shows how well-intended prevention efforts can
backfire and increase violence, how wrong post-genocide design can entrench
vested interests to reinforce exclusion of vulnerable peoples, and how businesses
can become complicit in genocide. In addition to the necessity of healthy
opportunities in employment, education, and key sectors in prevention work, the
book shows why new genocide prevention laws and institutions must be based on
reformulated incentives that consider insights from law and economics, behavioral
economics, and collective action economics.

Economic Aspects of Genocides, Other Mass Atrocities, and
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Their Preventions
A nuanced range of interdisciplinary perspectives on the role of emotions in moral
and political reactions to mass violence.

Anti-genocide Activists and the Responsibility to Protect
Abusive leaders are now held accountable for their crimes in a way that was
unimaginable just a few decades ago. What are the consequences of this recent
push for international justice? In The Justice Dilemma, Daniel Krcmaric explains
why the "golden parachute" of exile is no longer an attractive retirement option for
oppressive rulers. He argues that this is both a blessing and a curse: leaders
culpable for atrocity crimes fight longer civil wars because they lack good exit
options, but the threat of international prosecution deters some leaders from
committing atrocities in the first place. The Justice Dilemma therefore diagnoses an
inherent tension between conflict resolution and atrocity prevention, two of the
signature goals of the international community. Krcmaric also sheds light on
several important puzzles in world politics. Why do some rulers choose to fight
until they are killed or captured? Why not simply save oneself by going into exile?
Why do some civil conflicts last so much longer than others? Why has statesponsored violence against civilians fallen in recent years? While exploring these
questions, Krcmaric marshals statistical evidence on patterns of exile, civil war
duration, and mass atrocity onset. He also reconstructs the decision-making
processes of embattled leaders—including Muammar Gaddafi of Libya, Charles
Taylor of Liberia, and Blaise Compaoré of Burkina Faso—to show how
contemporary international justice both deters atrocities and prolongs conflicts.
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